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WHAT IS 6TH SCHEDULE OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

 The Minister of Tribal Affairs has recently sent a proposal to the Ministry of Home Affairs to 

provide sixth schedule status to the Ladakh. It was said in the proposal that the Tribal Ministry 

will look after all requirements to enrich and preserve the legacy of Ladakh. 

 The Ministry of Tribal Affairs has recommended the Central Government to declare Ladakh as 

a tribal area under the 6th Schedule of Indian constitution. The Tribal Ministry has sent this 

proposal to the central government on January 24, 2020. 

 Four states of North East India got tribal status under the sixth schedule. They come under the 

Ministry of State Home Affairs. However, Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, and Mizoram have been 

declared as tribal areas under the Sixth Schedule. These states come under the Ministry of Tribal 

Affairs. 

WHAT IS THE 6TH SCHEDULE OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION? 

 The Sixth Schedule of the Constitution makes separate arrangements for the tribal areas of Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 

and Tripura. Article 244A was added to the constitution through the 22nd Constitutional Amendment Act, 1969. It 

empowers Parliament to establish an autonomous State comprising certain tribal areas of Assam and for local Legislature 

or Council of Ministers or both can create. 

 It was passed by the Constituent Assembly in 1949. It provides the power of the enactment of autonomous district councils 

(ADCs) to protect the rights of tribal populations. ADCs are those bodies representing the district. These bodies have been 

given autonomy within the state assembly. 

BENEFITS OF SIXTH SCHEDULE 

 The people of Ladakh want to get tribal status so that people from other parts of the country do not come and settle there. 

It will also protect their demographic recognition. The sixth schedule will also protect the natives’ privilege on the land. 
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 The Sixth Schedule grants considerable autonomy to tribal communities. The District Council and the Regional Council 

gets the real power to make laws. These bodies can sanction funds from the Consolidated Fund of India to meet the costs 

of schemes for development, health care, education, roads and regulatory powers in the area. 

NORD STREAM 

 Nord Stream (former names: North Transgas and North European Gas Pipeline; Russian: is a system of offshore natural 

gas pipelines in Europe, running under the Baltic Sea from Russia to Germany. It includes two pipelines running 

from Vyborg to Lubmin near Greifswald forming the original Nord Stream, and two further pipelines running from Ust-

Luga to Lubmin termed Nord Stream 2. In Lubmin it is connected to the OPAL pipeline to Olbernhau on the Czech border 

and to the NEL pipeline to Rehden near Bremen. 

 The original Nord Stream is owned and operated by Nord Stream AG, whose majority shareholder is the Russian state 

company Gazprom, and Nord Stream 2 is owned and will be operated by Nord Stream 2 AG, which is also a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Gazprom. 

 The first line of Nord Stream (also known as Nord Stream 1) was laid by May 2011 and was inaugurated on 8 November 

2011 The second line of Nord Stream was laid in 2011–2012 and was inaugurated on 8 October 2012. At 1,222 km (759 mi) 

in length, Nord Stream is the longest sub-sea pipeline in the world, surpassing the Langeled pipeline. The laying of Nord 

Stream 2 was carried out in 2018–2021. The first line of Nord Stream 2 was completed in June 2021, and the second line 

was completed in September 2021, following the Biden administration's reduction of sanctions in May 2021.  

 Nord Stream has a total annual capacity of 55 billion m3 (1.9 trillion cu ft) of gas, and the addition of Nord Stream 2 is 

expected to double this capacity to a total of 110 billion m3 (3.9 trillion cu ft) 

 The Nord Stream projects have been fiercely opposed by the United States and Ukraine, as well as by other Central and 

Eastern European countries, because of concerns that the pipelines would increase Russia's influence in Europe, and because 

of the large reduction of transit fees for use of alternative pipelines in Central and Eastern European countries. The builders 
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contend that the pipeline is more important to Germany than Russia, which could just as easily sell the gas to China and 

other Asian nations. 

DRDO TESTS AGNI-P MISSILE FOR SECOND TIME  

The first test took place last June 

 New generation nuclear capable ballistic missile Agni-P was successfully tested 

from Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam island of the coast of Odisha at 11.06 a.m. on Saturday, 

the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) said. This is the 

second test of the missile. The fIrst test took place in June last. “Various telemetry, 

radar, electro-optical stations and down range ships positioned along the eastern 

coast tracked and monitored the missile trajectory and parameters. 

 

 The missile followed textbook trajectory meeting all mission objectives with high level of accuracy,” a DRDO 

statement said. Agni-P is a two-stage canisterised solid propellant missile with dual redundant navigation and 

guidance system and has a range of up to 2,000 km. This second flight-test had proven the reliable performance of 

all the advanced technologies integrated into the system, the DRDO stated. DRDO ofcials termed Agni-P as a new 

generation advanced variant of Agni class of missiles with improved parameters, including manoeuvring and 

accuracy. Canisterisation of missiles reduces the time required to launch the missile while improving the storage and 

ease of handling. 

 

SNAPSHOTS 

New evidence from the bottom of a lake in the remote North Atlantic Faroe Islands indicates that an unknown band of 

humans settled there around 500 AD — some 350 years before the Vikings, who up until recently have been thought to 
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have been the first human inhabitants. The settlers may have been Celts who crossed seas from what are now Scotland or 

Ireland. 

 

Biodiversity hotspot 

 Researchers created the most detailed distribution map to date of butterflies in the American tropics, showing that areas of 

highest diversity coincide with regions most threatened by deforestation and development. The study focused on glasswing 

butterflies, a large group with nearly 400 species that occur throughout much of Central and South America 

 

Carbon sink  

New research reveals how old-growth forests have been recycling and storing carbon: treetop soils. Branches in forest 

canopies can hold caches of soil that may store substantially more carbon than soils on the ground beneath them. Scientists 

are just beginning to understand how much carbon canopy soils could store. 

 

AFTER 50 YEARS, GHARIALS ALIVE AND KICKING IN BEAS 

RESERVE 

Wildlife ofcials expect the endangered reptiles to begin breeding in the riverine system of Punjab in a few years 

 After successfully reintroducing the critically endangered gharial (Gavialis gangeticus) in the rivers of Punjab where it went 

extinct half a century ago, the State’s wildlife preservation wing is now keeping its fingers crossed, expecting the breeding 

of the crocodilians to start in the new few years as the released gharials are healthy and have adapted to the Beas 

Conservation Reserve as their home. “Since 2017, we have released 94 gharials in the Beas Conservation Reserve and there 

have been only two casualties.  
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 These gharials have been dispersed both upstream and downstream of the release sites in the reserve and they can be spotted 

any time depending on the water levels and season, indicating that the first step of their rehabilitation has been successful,” 

R.K. Mishra, Punjab’s Chief Wildlife Warden, told  

.  

 “The next big challenge is their breeding. Once natural breeding of gharials starts it would then be a real success. Normally, 

we expect the breeding to start after 10 years. 

 

 

AMBITIOUS PROJECT 

 The gharial reintroduction in the Beas Conservation Reserve is an ambitious programme of the Punjab government. The 

reptiles were commonly sighted in the Beas River till the 1960s but later became extinct. The gharial can be found in north 

Indian rivers such as the Ganga, Yamuna and Chambal and their tributaries. Mr. Mishra said after the release of gharials, 

regular monitoring by the department is being done to understand the dispersal, behaviour, threats and other ecological 

aspects so that these juvenile and sub-adult gharials mature into adults and start breeding. “Regular patrolling and 

monitoring of the reserve by forming a gharial task force, rapid rescue unit and antipoaching group is being undertaken.  

 The monitoring teams have also been raising awareness of the farmers and riparian communities working in the close 

vicinity of the Beas river,” he said. While there is no documentation on the extinction of gharial from the Beas, experts 

believe there have been multiple reasons for the disappearance of the species. “After understanding the Beas river 

ecosystem, learning from other gharial habitats in the world and from interacting with numerous stakeholders residing or 

working around the Beas river, it is quite evident that change in the hydrology due to construction of dams and barrages, 

signifcantly reduced water fow, rapid land-use change of foodplains and rampant overfshing led slowly to the extinction of 

the gharial from the Beas,” said Gitanjali Kanwar, Coordinator, Rivers, Wetlands and Water Policy, WWF-India. 

 

 Like tigers are the topmost predators in a forest, gharials are the topmost predators in a river. They (gharial) balance the 

riverine food chain. 

  Gharial keeps in check their prey (fish), which keep in check their prey and so on. The presence of gharials indicates a 

healthy riverine ecosystem,” Ms. Kanwar said. “We are also focusing on meticulous documentation of this conservation 
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programme, which will act as a reference and learning guide for the next generation. A cofee table book on the gharial was 

released earlier this month, documenting 22 years of work on the gharial conservation by Punjab,” she said, 
 

INESCAPABLE RISKS OF MANDATORY IRON FORTIFICATION 

Fortifcation will increase serum ferritin without changing haemoglobin level 

 

 Many things have been said about the necessity for mandatory iron fortifcation of foods in India. That it is a 

‘necessity’, ‘complementary strategy’ to dietary diversity, ‘efective’ and more loudly now, that it is ‘safe’. Given 

what we now know, and are uncovering, about the risks associated with too much iron, particularly in children, the 

proclamation of safety must be made carefully.  

 The simple fact is that iron is not safe in excess; it is an oxidant with a variety of illefects. Just because a ‘tolerable 

upper limit was proposed for its intake, any intake less than this was thought to be safe. But no longer. We must think 

of the long-term risk for other diseases, not the toxicological approach of looking at acute clinical symptoms, like 

stomach pain. 

 This is because we now know that iron increases the risk for many non-communicable diseases like diabetes, 

hypertension and even high blood cholesterol. 

 What is the evidence? Take diabetes: what happens when body iron stores, measured by serum ferritin concentration, 

increase? In the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey of a healthy U.S. population, those with high 

ferritin level had a four-fold higher risk of having diabetes.  

 Note that fortifcation of any one staple (rice, wheat, or salt) will increase serum ferritin, without necessarily changing 

the haemoglobin level. When provided together, the increased iron intake could be 20- 30 mg/day. We also modelled 

the risk when an additional 10 mg of iron/day (single staple fortifcation) was present: this increased high blood sugar 

prevalence by 2- 14% across States of India, with similar fndings for high blood pressure and high lipids. 
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RISK ALREADY HIGH  

 If that is not sobering enough- another of our published analyses of the same national survey, showed that no less 

than 50% of Indian children, aged 5-19 years, already had a biomarker of either high blood sugar or high blood lipids, 

even when thin or stunted. Thus, the risk of chronic disease is already very high in our children, and we will implement 

this veiled threat of risk magnifcation by mandatory cereal fortifcation. Cereal intake is already too high, and should 

be replaced by more quality foods like pulses, fruits and vegetables, etc.  

 We should be straining every sinew to prevent the high burden of chronic disease with life-long and intergenerational 

consequences, starting with our children. Remember- India is already called the world capital of diabetes and 

hypertension: what next? There are also other simple truths, that should give us pause before we rush to mandatory 

iron fortifcation. First, we do not even know if anaemia is as rampant to warrant such mandatory measures. 

  The WHO is having a consultation this year to evaluate if haemoglobin diagnostic cut-ofs for anaemia should be 

lowered in different geographies, one of which is India. This is partly based on a recent paper in The Lancet by us, 

that showed that the cut-ofs were likely lower than the WHO cut-of in Indian children. This lowering has been also 

confrmed in a study of no less than 32 countries worldwide, as well as another in pregnant women. A lower cut-of 

will mean a lower (halved) anemia prevalence. 

 

CHOICES REMOVED SECOND 

 , when mandatory fortifcation is enforced in parts of the population that do not need this, it removes their choice of 

foods, or autonomy, and could even be unethical if the risk of other morbidities is increased. Third, iron defciency in 

the Indian diet is not a universal problem: the Indian requirement for iron has been lowered by half to two-thirds in 

2020. Fourth, rice fortifcation has not been shown to work in a combined analysis, by the respectable Cochrane group, 

of all available and rigorous studies.  

 It is misleading to dismiss this analysis, and instead quote sporadic Indian studies purporting to show that fortifcation 

is successful, since these are either not published, or ‘quasi experimental’, sometimes without randomization or even 

a true measurement of blood haemoglobin. Pragmatism demands that we await the forthcoming WHO haemoglobin 

cut-ofs to get to the true anaemia burden and only rely on gold-standard venous blood haemoglobin in future surveys. 
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  Dietary modifcation strategies should be the preferred solutions; they are not impossible to achieve, as studies in 

rural India show. With the ever-expanding health care infrastructure (Ayushmaan Bharat and associated clinics), we 

need to move to equity for all in precision treatment: here, we should evaluate the cause of anaemia and prescribe 

treatment accordingly. Experience from Covid testing shows that India can do it. 
 

WHY DID INDIA REJECT UNSC DRAFT ON CLIMATE? 

What was the proposal? Why do some countries feel the UNSC should not be given a broader mandate 

 

 The story so far: On December 13, India joined Russia in opposing a draft proposal at the United Nations Security Council 

which would efectively bring climate change in the Security Council’s purview, allowing it to enforce and hold countries 

accountable for their promises to mitigate global warming. The proposal was sponsored by Niger and Ireland, who claimed 

that 113 countries, which included permanent Security Council members U.S., the U.K., and France, backed their view to 

integrate climate-related security risks into the UNSC’s confict prevention mandate. However, after a heated debate and a 

strong counter by Indian Permanent Representative T.S.Tirumurti, the proposal was vetoed by Russia, and the UNSC 

recorded 12 in favour, 2 against as well as an abstention from China.  

 

WHY ARE SPONSORS KEEN TO INTRODUCE CLIMATE CHANGE INTO THE UNSC MANDATE? 

 Climate change has been discussed at the UNSC since 2007, and several UNSC statements reference the impact of global 

warming on conficts. Both Niger and Ireland pointed out that people in countries most vulnerable to climate change are also 

most vulnerable to terror groups and violence, attempting to connect both to the UNSC’s mandate on peacekeeping. 

  They said climate-related conficts over arable land, food security, desertifcation and forced migration, the increase in 

climate refugees due to global warming would all eventually lead to conficts that the UNSC needs to weigh in on. According 

to a report by Peace Research Institute SIPRI, 10 of 21 ongoing UN peacekeeping operations are located in countries ranked 
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as most exposed to climate change. Some commentators in favour, said it was only after 2000 when the UNSC passed 

Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security that gender violence in confict really entered the debate, and hoped they 

could do the same for climate. Niger’s representative said if the Security Council could pass a resolution on the COVID-19 

pandemic and health security (UNSCR 2565 (2021)), why could climate security not be addressed there? 

 

WHY DID INDIA VOTE WITH RUSSIA? 

 Apart from close multilateral cooperation with Russia, reafrmed during a summit between Russian President Vladimir Putin 

and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, and the Foreign and Defence Minister 2+2 on December 6, India’s stand on the proposal 

is consistent with a desire not to allow the UNSC too broad a mandate to “intervene” and overreach on sovereign issues. 

  While the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which held the CoP conference in Glasgow last 

month collates the voluntary contributions of countries in order to battle climate change and promote sustainability, India 

believes these are not issues where the UNSC should interfere. Mr. Tirumurti said while India is “second to none” on 

keeping its climate commitments and fghting for climate justice, it would be “misleading” to view conficts through the 

prism of climate change worldwide. India even suggested that it would support a more limited draft that focused exclusively 

on the Sahel region of North Africa, where desertifcation of arid areas is directly sparking water-related confict, but this 

was not considered, and India then recorded its first negative vote in this term at the UNSC. The Chinese representative, 

also said that UNSC should only consider security risks driven by climate change, based on “country-by-country or 

situation-by-situation” analysis.  

WILL THE CLIMATE SECURITY PROPOSAL BE REVIEWED AND RESUBMITTED?  

 Given the strong support the proposal has received, and the numerically small opposition from Russia and India at the 

UNSC at present, it is unlikely that the issue will go away, and it is only a matter of time before American, European, 

African and Latin American countries come together with another proposal to introduce climate change to the Security 

Council’s mandate. The current proposal is a revised version of a draft proposed by Germany that was opposed in the 

UNSC in 2020. 
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  According to its backers, the real objective is to ensure that the UNSC considers the impact of climate change along with 

other causes of conficts it is debating. However, those opposed to it, which include about 80 countries, say that bringing 

climate change into an already polarised Security Council, torn between the U.S., the U.K. and France versus Russia and 

China will only deepen schisms over an issue that concerns the whole globe and requires an undivided approach. As one 

of the most populous countries in the UNSC at present, and representing a region that is itself highly exposed to the risks 

of climate change, India’s voice will be important in deciding the debate between securitising climate change, and ensuring 

the global peacekeeping body doesn’t overstep its mandate. 
 

IS RAISING MARRIAGE AGE ENOUGH TO HELP GIRLS 

 How have women’s rights activists responded to the proposition? Will the move help lower maternal mortality rates 

 The story so far: The Government has listed its proposal to raise the age of marriage for women to 21 for legislative business 

in Parliament in the coming week. The move comes within days of the Union Cabinet approving the proposal which is based 

on the recommendations of a task force constituted last year.  

 

WHAT DO MARRIAGE LAWS IN INDIA SAY? 

 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, and the Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872, prescribe the age of 18 years for the bride and 

21 years for the groom. The Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937, allows marriage if the boy and the girl 

have attained puberty. The Special Marriage Act, 1954, which governs inter-faith marriages also lays down 18 years for 

women and 21 years for men as the age of marriage. There is also the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006, which 

prohibits marriage below 18 years for women and 21 years for men.  

 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF RAISING THE AGE OF MARRIAGE? 
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 In her 2020 Budget speech, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced that the Government would set up a task force 

to look into the “age of a girl entering motherhood” with the aim to lower maternal mortality rates, improve nutrition levels 

as well as to ensure opportunities for women to pursue higher education and careers. These were also the terms of references 

for a 10-member panel headed by former Samata Party chief Jaya Jaitly when it was constituted on June 6, 2020. The panel 

submitted its report to the PMO and Ministry of Women and Child Development in December 2020 but it has not yet been 

made public. Ms. Jaitly told The Hindu that raising the age of marriage is one of its many recommendations, which include 

a strong campaign to reform patriarchal mindsets, improving access to education by providing girls safe transport to schools 

and ensuring toilets and sanitary napkins so girls don’t drop out, providing sex education, as well as vocational training and 

livelihood options. “Unless all of the recommendations go with it, there is no justifcation to raise the age of marriage. It is 

like making trafc rules without providing good roads or trafc lights,” said Ms. Jaitly. 

 

 WILL RAISING THE AGE OF MARRIAGE SERVE ITS PURPOSE? 

 While children born to adolescent mothers have higher prevalence of stunting and low weight, experts argue that the 

underlying cause is poverty. There is also a need to improve access to education, skill training and employment opportunities 

which are some of the barriers for girls in pursuing higher education. It is also important to ensure a safe environment free 

from the constant threat of rape and sexual assault which is why girls are married of early. “A legislation to increase age of 

marriage is not needed for this purpose. This measure is superfcial and does not go to the root of the problems faced by 

young women,” women’s rights lawyer Flavia Agnes told The Hindu. Steps must also be taken to address early pregnancies 

instead of focusing on age of marriage by extending family planning and reproductive health support which focus on 

preparation for pregnancy and delaying the frst birth. 

 

 WILL THE NEW PROPOSAL MAKE WOMEN MORE VULNERABLE? 

 According to National Family Health Survey-5 (2019- 2021), 23.3% of women aged 20-24 years married before the age of 

18, which shows that the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act (PCMA), 2006, has not been successful in preventing child 

marriages and increasing the legal age at marriage for girls will expand the number of persons deemed underage and render 
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them without legal protection. According to an analysis of NFHS-4 (2015-2016) data by Mary E. John, Centre for Women’s 

Development Studies, 56% girls were married below the age of 21 and this fgure was as high as 75% among the poorest 

category of population. This is also worrisome when one looks at evidence on how PCMA is used largely by parents to 

punish their daughters who marry against their wishes or elope to evade forced marriages, domestic abuse and housework-- 

a study by Partners for Law in Development showed. 
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